FRENCH   POLITICAL THOUGHT
he termed his first trilogy, indicates this clearly enough, and he
came to nationalism partly as a refuge from the " nihilism "
of self as an end in itself, partly as a realization of the helpless-
ness of his aristocratic individualism in a society based upon,
or at least tending to, equalitarian individualism. In that sense
there is no contradiction between his early individualism and
his later rigid authoritarianism: the aim is still the same, but
he realizes, first that self can exist and realize itself only in a
society of some form, secondly that the form of self-expression
which he seeks implies the permanence of certain social con-
ditions, which are rudely threatened by the policies and systems
associated with the French Revolution and developed during
the nineteenth century. Hence his harking back to tradition,
to authority, to the Church as guardians of that true social
order. Not that he consciously wishes thereby to deny to any
other individual that self-expression for which he craves, but,
seeing it for himself in the very milieu in which he was born,
he assumes that everyone else also sees his self-realization in
his own native circle; or at least should^ and would do so were
not his judgment warped, his natural contentment exasperated
by erroneous modern doctrines that turn his mind to discon-
tent and revolt. The return to healthy tradition will inevitably
demand a strong State: first, to carry through the work of
" reaction " against the possible resistance of those who, mis-
takenly indeed, wish to preserve the present order (people
will have, as it were, to be made happy against their wishes),
and later no longer as a coercive power, but as the keystone
of his system and its defender against possible attacks. And
this whole philosophy will take the name of nationalism1
because of the fact, already indicated, that the Barresian
individual2 recognizes that his consciousness as a Frenchman
is the chief element in that self which demands expression.
From that we pass to a determination to exclude the universal,
and to judge of everything as a Frenchman and in relation to
the immediate interests of his country, without which he cannot
1	Barres is the inventor of the term in this narrow French meaning.
2	Barrtsime and barrhien have become recognized terms in modern French
literary jargon.
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